Unit 24: Applications of Pneumatics and Hydraulics
Unit code: J/601/1496

QCF level: 4

Credit value: 15

OUTCOME 2
TUTORIAL 6 – HYDRAULIC FILTERS AND RESERVOIRS
The material needed for outcome 2 is very extensive so there are ten tutorials in this outcome. You
will also be completing the requirements for outcome 1 which is integrated into it. The series of
tutorials provides an extensive overview of fluid power for students at all levels seeking a good
knowledge of fluid power equipment.
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Understand the construction, function and operation of pneumatic and hydraulic
components, equipment and plant
Pneumatic equipment: types, construction, function and operation e.g. air compressors,
coolers, dryers, receivers, distribution equipment, fluid plumbing and fittings, drain traps, FRL
air service units, valves, actuators, seals
Hydraulic equipment: types, construction, function and operation e.g. fluids, pumps, motors,
actuators, reservoirs, accumulators, fluid plumbing and fittings, valves, filters, seals, gauges
Performance characteristics: air compressors e.g. volumetric efficiency, compression ratio,
isothermal efficiency; hydraulic pumps e.g. operating efficiency, losses, flow rate, operating
pressure, shaft speed, torque and power

On completion of this tutorial you should be able to do the following.
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Explain the purpose of filters.
Explain the principles of surface filters.
Explain the principles of depth filters.
Explain the methods used to identify filter size and efficiency.
List common contaminants in hydraulic fluids.
Describe the materials used to make filters.
Describe the various safety features on filters.
Explain why and where filters are fitted to a system.
Explain the main design features of hydraulic reservoirs.
Explain the various safety features built into reservoirs.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Filtration is a vital part of safeguarding hydraulic equipment and maintaining the condition of the
fluid. Contamination of the fluid may result in wear, corrosion, poor performance and ultimately
failure of the equipment. Filtration is about the removal of solid contaminants from the fluid.
Most filters work on the principle of trapping the particles in small holes or pores. The fluid may
pass through but particles above a certain size become trapped. There are two main types of filter
elements, surface and depth.
2.

SURFACE FILTERS

Surface filters are normally constructed from thin sheets of material folded into many sections and
then turned into a multi pointed star shape as shown. This allows a large surface area to be used in
a small space. The filter fits inside a bowl. They may be in the form of a replaceable cartridge or
permanently fitted inside a throw away bowl. The thin sheet s full of pores which trap the solid
particles as the fluid passes through them.

CROSS SECTION
Figure 1
Typical materials are




Cellulose (paper).
Woven steel fibres.
Woven nylon fibres.

Paper filter elements are ruined by water which makes them become soggy and the pores close.
Another design is the use of a single filament of metal wound into a cylinder.
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3.

DEPTH FILTERS

Depth filters are constructed with a thick layer of material with small passages through which the
fluid must pass (like a bed of sand for example). The particles become trapped in the passages.
The passages may be formed from granules compacted into a thick cylindrical layer or fibres
compacted into a tube.

Figure 2
Typical materials are
 Cellulose (paper).
 Synthetic fibres.
 Metal fibres.
 Glass fibres.
 Sintered metal granules.
4.

CONTAMINANTS

The main contaminants are
 Welding scale and beads.
 Sealing tape shreds.
 Shards of screw threads.
 Bits of seal material.
 Grinding chips.
 Wear particles.
 Sludge and varnish from oxides oil.
 Rust.
 Water.
 Dirt from the atmosphere.
 Biological material such as hair, skin scales, flies and so on.
Solid contaminants get into the clearance spaces between moving parts such as piston and valve
spools. They cause wear and damage and may jam the component. Solid particles are removed in
the filter by trapping them in tiny passages in the filter element. Particles down to 5 microns
(0.005 mm) may be trapped. A typical general purpose filter traps particles of 25 microns.
Water damages paper filters and causes corrosion and lack of lubrication. Water should be
removed by settling the fluid in the tank and draining it off. It may also be removed by a
centrifuge.
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5.

FILTER SIZE AND EFFICIENCY

Filters do not have uniform holes and passages so it cannot be guaranteed that all the particles
larger than the nominal size are trapped. The efficiency of the filter determines how much of the
contaminant is removed. The level of contamination in a fluid is covered in standards ISO 4406
(BS5540). Two range numbers must be stated. The first number is the range of particles in 1 millilitre larger than 5 microns and the second the range for particles larger than 15 microns. For
example code 18/13 means the sample contains 1300 to 2500 particles larger than 5 microns and
40 to 80 particles larger than 15 microns.
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BETA RATING ()
The Beta rating is the percentage of particles of a stated size trapped by a filter in a multi-pass test.
For example a  15 of 80% means that 80% of particles larger than 15 microns are trapped. The
absolute rating is widely based on 98% of particles larger than the stated size being trapped by the
filter. This is more likely to be given for surface filters because the size of the pores is more
consistent.
6.

LOCATION

A full flow filter is designed to filter the full output from a pump. It may be placed before the
pump (suction filter) or after the pump in which case it must be capable of withstanding the full
pressure of the system. It may also be placed in the return line to the tank in which case it does not
have to withstand high pressure. Sometimes a separate pump is used solely for the purpose of
circulating the fluid through a filter with no great pressure on it. The system in which the fluid
may be pumped through a filter at any time independent of the main system is called OFF LINE
FILTERING.

Figure 3
The check valve prevents reverse flow and draining of the filter and pump. High precision
components such as spool valves are sometimes protected by using a filter adjacent to or part of
the component. These would be high quality filters of 5 or 10 microns.
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7.

CLOGGING
A clogged filter will cause excess suction and cavitation
which will damage the pump. The state of a filter is often
indicated either on the filter or on a control panel. The
indicator may be a small pressure gauge showing the build
up of pressure. It might also be a pressure switch as shown
for setting off an alarm.

Figure 4
The full flow filter shown below has a spring loaded element which moves as it clogs and pressure
builds up. The movement moves a pointer on the outside which indicates the state.

Figure 5
BYPASS
If a filter is not changed when clogged, it is better to allow unfiltered oil through the system than
to run with it clogged. In this emergency situation, the oil
automatically bypasses the filter element. This may be done with
a simple spring loaded valve which is opened by the back
pressure. In the diagram of the full flow filter above, the filter
element moves against the spring as back pressure builds up and
uncovers a bypass hole in the central stem. The symbol below
shows a filter with bypass and clogging indicator.
Figure 6
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The full flow filter shown below has a bowl which screws into a head fitting. This contains a
bypass valve which opens automatically when pressure builds up due to clogging.

Figure 7
8.

RESERVOIR DESIGN

The main design features of a reservoir are shown below.

Figure 8
1

A baffle to reduce foaming.

2

Air filter to prevent dirt entering as air is drawn in through the breather when the oil level
falls.

3

The inlet and outlet are not close together to prevent hot oil being re-circulated. The tank
can be an effective cooler.

4

The return pipe is below the oil surface so that cascading does not occur; if it does, air will
be mixed with the oil and foam will form.

5

A check valve in the return pipe to prevent back flow.

6

A sight glass to see that the level is between maximum and minimum.
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9.

SYSTEM PROTECTION

Avoid restrictions which produce a vacuum on the suction side of the pump. If the suction is
restricted, air may be drawn in and the oil may form vapour pockets. This will lead to pump
damage and oxidation of the oil.
A typical power pack might have on it a thermostat for detecting the fluid temperature. In the
event of the fluid overheating, the thermostat might do the following.
Set off an alarm.
Switch off the pump
Switch on a cooling system.
The system might use a separate pump to circulate the oil through a filter and also a cooler. The
cooler typically is a heat exchanger with the surrounding air. The thermostat would switch on the
cooling fan to boost the cooling rate.

Figure 9
VIBRATION
It is normal to connect the suction side of the pump to the reservoir with a flexible hose and also
the pressure side to the main system with a flexible hose so that vibrations produced by the pump
are not transmitted to the tank or the system.

This is a good point to do Work sheet No. 6 as part of your assessment. Tutors should modify
the material to suit their situation and those just testing themselves should do what they can
without having access to the hardware.
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WORKSHEET 6
FILTERS AND POWER PACKS
Name _______________________________

Date ______________________________

On completion of these training exercises you should be able to do the following:


Explain the purpose of filtration in a hydraulic system.



Explain the types and construction of filters.



Explain filter size and efficiency.



Change a hydraulic filter.



Explain the purpose of hydraulic fluids.



Explain a typical power pack with reference to a circuit diagram.

PART 1
You must read the notes supplied on filters and fluids. When you have done this answer the
following questions.
1. List 6 typical contaminants found in hydraulic fluids.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

2. An oil sample has an ISO4406 contamination rating of 20/14. How many particles are there
larger than 5 microns in a millilitre sample?
_____________________________________________________________________________

3. How much contaminant should be removed by a 30 micron filter using absolute rating ?
_______________________________________________________________________________
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4. List the materials commonly used for surface and depth filters.

SURFACE TYPE

DEPTH TYPES

5. Draw the symbol for a full flow hydraulic filter with an automatic bypass.

6. State an important consequence of letting a filter become clogged.
_______________________________________________________________________________

7. Describe two methods of indicating the state of a filter to the plant operator.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
PART 2
Examine the 4 filters on the table labelled A,B,C and D. Identify them by writing the letter next to
the correct description below.

Full flow mono metal filament surface type.

_________

Full flow cellulose surface filter cartridge.

_________

Mono metal filament surface filter for extra protection of a valve.

_________
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Examine the LARGE GREEN POWER PACK on the main fixed test rig. The circuit diagram of
the power pack is attached. Study the features of the power pack with the aid of the circuit.
How is the oil cooled? ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

What are the thermostats on the oil tank for? ___________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

How is a clogged filter indicated? ___________________________________________________

What features are incorporated in the filler cap? ________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

How is the level of oil in the tank indicated? ___________________________________________
PART 3
Study the circuit diagram of the power pack. Identify each item and state its purpose. The first
answer is already completed to show you what to do.
A . Suction filter or strainer to remove course dirt at suction to the main pump.
B
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
C
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
D
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
E
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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F
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
G
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
H
______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
I______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
J______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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